
Tuesday 23rd February 2021
Daily Timetable 

1 hour   Reading 
1 hour   English 

Morning Break 

1 hour   Maths

Lunch Break  

1 hour PSHE
30 minutes Mindfulness 
yoga & drawing
30 minutes Science



Tuesday’s Reading: Orange, Yellow, Blue & Green Groups

WALT: find the answers to questions in a text.

1) Watch the teaching video with Mrs Purshall on Seesaw. 

2) Complete the activities.

3) Handwriting. Watch the video then practice the join. 

If you complete all your activities, you can choose to read a book, log onto Epic Reader or 
practise reading skills on My Lexia for the rest of this lesson.
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Firework makers daughter text















Tuesday’s Handwriting: Orange, Yellow, Blue & Green Groups

WALT: join the letter string ay.

Click on the video to 
watch and listen to how 
to write these letters. 
This video is also 
available on Seesaw. 
Look at the height and 
shape of each letter and 
notice how the pencil 
stays on the page to 
create joined up writing. 

How many words can you think of that 
contain the letter string ay?



Tuesday’s English: Red, Orange, Yellow, Blue & Green Groups

WALT: explore how a character is introduced and what this tell us 
about them.

1) Watch the teaching video with Mrs Purshall on Seesaw. 

2) Complete your group’s activities and post them on Seesaw. 

If you need to listen again to chapter 1, the link is here. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M28J7vdL4qo

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M28J7vdL4qo


Tuesday’s English: Red, Orange, Yellow, Blue & Green Groups

WALT: explore how a character is introduced and what this tell us 
about them.

In Chapter 1, what do we find out 
about Lila? 

Find quotes used to describe her 
and then explain in a word or short 
phrase/sentence, what this tells us 
about her character.

Look at the example. 
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WALT: explore how a character is introduced and what this tell us 
about them.

In Chapter 1, what do we find 
out about Lila? 

Find quotes used to describe 
her and then explain in a word 
or short phrase/sentence, 
what this tells us about her 
character.

Look at the example. 



Tuesday’s English: Red, Orange, Yellow, Blue & Green Groups

Quotes about Lila What this shows about
her character



Tuesday’s English: Red, Orange, Yellow, Blue & Green Groups

Quotes about Lila What this shows about
her character



Click here to watch video first

Tuesday 23rd February 
orange, yellow, green and blue groups

https://vimeo.com/504466031




1) Complete the statements 

There are ____ centimetres in 1 metre

There are ____ centimetres in half a metre

2) How long is the line?

3) How long is the line?



Annie is comparing lengths to 1 metre

The table is ____________1 metre

longer than                  shorter than                   the same as



Annie is comparing lengths to 1 metre

The dolls house is ____ cm tall.

1 m = 100 cm

60 cm

50 cm

40 cm

30 cm

20 cm

10 cm

90 cm

80 cm

70 cm

1mThe dolls house is ___________1 metre



Annie makes a table to show her results.

Shorter than 1 m Longer than 1 m



The children are measuring Mr Rose.

Mr Rose is 1 m and ___ cm tall.



Ron and Amir have been measuring 
their arm span.
Here is part of a tape measure.

Ron

How long is Ron’s arm span?

Ron’s arm span is ___ m and ___cm



Amir’s arm span is longer than Ron’s.

How long is Amir’s arm span?

Amir’s arm span is ___ m and ____ cm 

Amir



Ron and Amir decide to measure the length and 
width of the classroom.

Altogether they measure 12 metres.

The classroom is twice as long as it is wide.

How long and how wide is the classroom?



Altogether they measure 12 metres.
The classroom is twice as long as it is wide.
How long and how wide is the classroom?

Width

Length

12 m

12 ÷ 3 = 44

4 4

The classroom is 8 m long and 4 m wide.
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1 metre = 100 centimetres





Reasoning & problem Solving 1



Reasoning & problem Solving 2



Tuesday 23rd February 2021

WALT set myself a fitness challenge

PSHE



Lets start with some mindfulness five finger breathing to clear 
our minds and get ready for learning. 

Click on the picture for the link ☺

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DSgOW879jjA


Make a list (draw or write) of as many different sporting or 
physical activities that you can think of



Name these every day activities that provide us with physical 
activity and exercise



Our bodies need energy to work, grow and exercise; and that energy comes from 
food and drink (calories or kilojoules). Our bodies also need to exercise to stay 
healthy. 

Our bodies are ‘in balance’ (healthy) when we take in the right amount of energy 
and do the right amount of activity to use it. So the see-saw would be balanced.



What might happen if a person took in too much energy and didn’t exercise enough?
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________

Would the see-saw tip one way? Explain.
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________

How could a person’s health be affected?
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________



How about if a person exercised too much but didn’t take in enough energy? 
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________

What would happen to the see-saw then? 
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________

How could a person’s health be affected?
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________



Can a person put their ‘see-saw’ back into balance if they have tipped one way or another? 
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________

How could they do this? 
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________



Ideally, children should be active for an 
hour a day although it can be difficult 
at the moment.

This hour can be made up of lots of 
different chunks of time and activities 
throughout the day. 

We are going to make up our own fitness 
challenge: everyone’s fitness challenge will be 
different and will be unique to each person 
because our bodies are individual.



Think about something thing they can do now without stopping for a break: play football for 
half an hour, skip with a rope for 10 minutes, do jumping jacks for 2 minutes, hop on the spot 
20 times, run really fast between two points, etc. 

It might be 
something 
from Mr 
Hayes’ 
fitness 
challenge.

Think of 4 
different 
activities 
and write 
down 
what you 
can do 
now like I 
have on 
the next 
page

do star jumps I can do 15 
jumps in 1 
minute

I want to be 
able to do 
30 in 1 
minute

hop on the spot

Skip on the spot

Run from 
one post 
to another 
in the 
garden

I can do 20 
jumps in 1 
minute

I can do 30 
jumps in 1 
minute

I can 
complete this 
10 times in 5 
minutes

I want to be 
able to do 50 
in 1 minute

I want to be 
able to do 60 
in 1 minute

I want to be 
able to do 15 
times in 5 
minutes



___________________________________ ‘ s fitness challenge

Every day 
have a go 
and see 
how long 
it takes to 
reach your 
goal ☺

Take 
photos or 
videos as 
you go 

Upload to 
Seesaw



It’s important to look after your mental 
health whilst at home. 

1. Take some time to join in with some 
mindfulness Cosmic Kids yoga. Follow 
the link on the timetable or on Seesaw

2. To follow on with the mindfulness, 
watch and draw along with Rob. 
Follow the link on the timetable or 
on Seesaw and upload a photograph 
of your finished piece.



Tuesday Science

WALT: begin to name and identify the three types of rock. 

National Oak Academy lesson 1: what is rock – igneous rock 

1. Watch the video and join in, you need a pencil paper and a ruler if you 
have one
Click here to watch the video

You will need to pause the video so that you can write, or draw a table.

2.You can use the table that I have copied from the video. 

You may want to read the information sheet about the structure of the 
Earth.

3. Then colour in, cut out and glue the Earth activity sheet and upload a 
photograph onto Seesaw

https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/how-is-igneous-rock-formed-70v66r?activity=video&step=1







